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There is a concern today on the part of many people about the direction of religious education. 
Traditionally, basic values, attitudes and beliefs are shared with young people through their 
family. The family setting was the environment in which faith was communicated to the next 
generation, where Christ was experienced, and where a personal faith was developed. Religious 
practices and traditions were a taken for granted experience within family life. It was the 
responsibility of the Catholic school or CCD class to provide the content. !
But family life has changed dramatically in the last 25 years. Outside pressures and influences 
of the media and a secular culture offer different sets of values which contradict the Gospel 
message. The family itself has changed with a far less experience of togetherness, let alone the 
demands of a mobile society. The experiences which families offered in the past to share 
religious values are becoming more rare. The demands which come from school and community 
create a situation where young people sometimes are gone more than they are home. !
Some years ago, religious education tried to respond to this new phenomenon by endeavoring 
to give young people "religious experiences." These experiences would have a strong personal 
dimension, but unfortunately they excluded the importance of the content of our faith tradition. 
There was a need to blend once again the two essential components of religious education and 
formation - experience and content. !
Catholic schools and parish religious education programs are unable to fulfill their purpose in an 
adequate way by offering religious experience and faith content unless the family unit also sees 
its role in this same process. Family religious experiences cannot be artificial, but must come out 
of the witness and belief of parents. The example of parents shouts out lessons far more 
strongly than any religion textbook or catechism. The willingness of adults to continue their own 
faith journey through study, prayer, sacramental encounters with the Lord is a motivating factor 
that is a priceless legacy left to the next generation. !
Catholic colleges have special programs to prepare teachers for the ministry of religious 
education. Our own Diocese has resources to help people fulfill this ministry. Workshops and 
study weeks abound with an outstanding opportunity being offered in Great Falls next October 
when the Big Sky Religious Education Congress will be held. !
New textbooks have become available which focus on content and experience. One such series 
that has impressed me very much comes from William C. Brown Co. in Dubuque, Iowa entitled 
LIGHT OF FAITH. This series is able to be used in Catholic schools as well as in weekly or bi-
weekly CCD programs at the grade school level. !
As members of the Roman Catholic faith community, we have a rich heritage. A true 
appreciation of this heritage will encourage us to pass it on by our investment within family life to 
share our experience of faith as a family. The key to religious education is still rooted in the 
family. 
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